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About This Content

Pixel Puzzles Ultimate, the definitive jigsaw puzzler for the PC platform.

PACK INFO:

Puzzle Count: 4
Total Piece Count: 992

PACK CONTENTS:

Barn Owl - x169

Burung Hantu - x169

Mexican Spotted - x324

Great Gray - x330
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Full voice
Nekomimi Mode...
Chiyoko Honda CV: Taneda Risa.... its a good concept and it has a lot of potential but sadly it looks like the devs have just
abandoned this game.. This is my first review of a game hosted by Steam -

1 Needs more polish a few incremental changes to guns and armor (healing) - buffs in general
2 Balance a few things here and there nothing to egregious
3 No Major Bugs which is "Big" ++
4 Needs a bigger playerbase - get the word out
5 Fun with others - cannot wait for solo and squads
6 Hopefully the devs will stay on top and keep improving the game as of now it has a great base to build on

See you in game hopefully - - :). Hard to get to grips with.. The game has a good premise, however it is too slow and it makes
the game too boring.
Please developers, make it faster, and please allow the ship to turn around itself :). TL;DR: Well-made Mario Galaxy Golf, in
VR! It's exactly what it looks like. Enjoy!
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Alea Jacta Est (hence AJE) simulates Roman-era warfare at a strategic level, and it is probably the best one on Steam.
As any good strategy game, AJE is a game of informations, and its brilliance shines the most in how these informations are
acquired: unlike other "arcade" games (e.g. Rome Total War 1\/2) the map does not show true data, but just a patchwork of
rumors, whose reliabililty depends on factors under the player's control (e.g. own army composition, scouting), factors out of
control (e.g. subordinates' skill, or lack of it), and enemy's actions.
The game reward thinking and planning: re-routing a marching army is not a trivial task (and rightly so), and plainly wrong
assumptions about enemy's intentions could lead to catastrophic consequences (again, just think to Scipius and Hannibal at the
Rhone's crossing).
Under this regard, the 30days long turns are indeed helpful to make the game more credible, and to add a bit of thrill.
Another very nice touch is that pitched battles are not always a necessity (Sun Tzu could not agree more...) and their effective
impact on the course of the campaign is for the most a consequence of the campaign strategic plan: again, it is a game of
strategy, not of tactics, and subordinates' defeats are just one among factors which must be taken into account when planning
the moves (a note about battles: these may happens if armies\/fleets enter the same region, but this fact alone does not guarantee
that a pitched battle will happen. Armies' rules of engage, army composition and evasion values, commanders' skills define the
chance for a bloody encounter. Since the turn covers 30 days, there may be more encounters, until one side lose its ability to
fight or the field commander call the retreat).
It goes without saying that supply chains, fatigue, units' cohesion, experience, weather, terrain, etc...are simulated and have a
major impact on the campaign's outcome: an army or fleet can literally "melt" even before meeting the enemy, and even the best
veterans need to rest and winter in suitable quarters.
Compared to military aspects, diplomacy, country management and home politics are quite stylized (also because the game is
not a sand-box, and developers evidently chose to "force" up to a certain extent the historical accuracy) but blend well.
The choice to follow quite closely history on the one hand opens interesting "what if" options, but on the other gives a good
advantage to those knowing the events (which I suppose are the vast majority of such games' purchasers): this is true especially
when playing as Rome's enemies.
In-game tutorial covers just the basics, but there is also a well-detailed manual, so I would not complain here: if there is a
manual, it is supposed to be read.

As for the technical aspects, the game features nice graphics (nothing too fancy, but makes the map very easy to read, and this is
by far more important than seeing a lot of tiny legionaries and hoplites swinging swords and spears...) and decent score (nothing
to be thrilled of, and a bit repetitive on long scenarios); turn processing is a bit slow on low-end computers, even if I play AJE
even on a rudimental Celeron N2840 powered, 2GHz RAM netbook.
On the bright side, the game is remarkably stable on Win10
Overall AJE (and its expansions) is a great game, which could make the player lose track of time (even if there is a clock in the
interface, just in case :) ) and capable of huge satisfactions. A little dissapointing as I was expecting something truly majestic. It
is an oval lake with some mountains in the background. Bergsee grew on me though and I fish there quite a bit. Worth it on sale
when it is 50% off.. 

For more puzzle game reviews, news and everything puzzle-related, follow Puzzle Lovers and check out our Steam
group.
it might not look like much, I was skeptical at first too, but word wonders has become one of my favorite word
games ever, second only to the excellent letter quest. it plays kinda like scrabble, as in the word you create has to
connect to the one on the board, then your word becomes the base for the next turn, and so on. the idea isn't
necessarily to create the longest word, but one that does the most damage and\/or gives the most energy to cast
spells, indicated by their icon on the letters.

the presentation is fine, I liked the graphics and the music was surprisingly good as well, didn't get on my nerves
even after many hours. the story is what it is, but I enjoyed the cheesy writing, as usual. no volume sliders, only
music and effects on\/off, and sadly resolution doesn't scale, the active game area is only 1024x768 no matter
what resolution you play on, but in 1080p it wasn't a huge problem and the game fills in the background, it's not
just blackness everywhere.

the 50 stages can (and should) be played on 3 different difficulties to get the maximum amount of stars. they
make you level up and get more hp, energy and new recipes for potions and ingredients. harder difficulties open
up as you progress and you can always replay levels, but the game is not grindy at all. I only defeated every
enemy once on each difficulty and had more than enough of everything. there's absolutely no need to buy
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ingredients or potions, plenty of them drop after fights, though I only used a few consumables during the final
boss fights.

what you want to spend money on instead are letter packs and letter and board upgrades, because the game's
unique selling point (as far as I know anyway) is the boost board, which, for all intents and purposes, plays even
more like scrabble (again, as far as I know): place words connected to each other to gain more hp, energy and
spells to use in combat. I had almost as much fun with this as the main game. restarting from scratch might be
painful, but I decided to just expand on what I already had, only making slight changes to the 'outer layer' to be
able to expand further.

you get letters from chests and the shop and can upgrade bronze first to silver, then gold for more points, and
these cost the same throughout the game, but the 4 board upgrades for more space get more and more pricey,
though the last one is totally unnecessary, and with more liberal potion use I'm sure even the 3rd can be skipped,
but I didn't mind a few hundred extra points.

the game is a lot of fun, with some frustration coming from bosses, who may or may not be cheating. it might
just be rng being rng, but I certainly found their constant 5-8-letter words suspicious, though as said above, size
doesn't necessarily matter, plus each retry is different, and if you have a better vocabulary than me, you'll have
an easier time anyway.

it'd be nice if there were a combat speed option, watching all the numbers slowly go up and down gets old after a
while, but it's mostly a relaxing experience, no need to rush, there's no timer or punishment for making a word
that doesn't exist (at all or in the game's dictionary). so it's highly recommended for fans of the genre, especially
since there aren't many worthwhile games like this around.. Level Easy took 35mins so how hard can the other
levels be? :P I'll find out soon enough...

Con: sometimes it's difficult to place the object *exactly* where it needs to be to receive credit on the
correctness scale. Be patient and count the grid squares to make sure you got it where it needs to go before
clicking for a Hint.. IT SUCKED♥♥♥♥♥. I accidently found AO international tennis had come out on PC and I
love it. Doesn't take much playing time to pick up the controls. The players look realiastic and the game play is
excellent. I would recommend anyone that is thinking of buying this game to play it on a high end gaming rid. It
does have a lot of graphic detail and that is part of it's charm. The only thing I am bummed about. That it
wasn't released at the time of the Australian open and that it didn't have likness of my favorite play Madison
Keys. I would highly recommend this game to any PC gamer that loves tennis.. I enjoyed Party Hard, but this
game is not pulling me in. It's dull, the music blows, the interactions make no sense and the tycoon part of it is a
good concept but just poorly executed.. A lot to improve. Right now I am not happy with this app. It is not
configurable, notification is very small and disappears in a blink, you won't notice it all, and you will always lose
your other tasks because it simply does not work properly. Waiting for Updates. Willing to modify my opinion
when this app works fine.. (Early Access Review)
I got about 5 hours logged so far. I enjoy the game and it is rather addictive, however there is much needed
work.
Although given its early access state, it is a stable EXE and is honestly worth 5$.

Pros:
Simple Retro
Small EXE
Large array of components
Challenging custimization

Cons:
Very poor translation.
Construction can be clunky.
Lack of clarification on statistics.
Poor AI.
Collisions are more deadly than combat.
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Developer Reccomendations:
Correct AI trajectories. (Detect Collisions)
Perhaps no clipping (Collisions), when there are other ships it can be impossible to fly away or fight without
killing friendlies or yourself.
Mining script should be optimized, causes minor lag.
Drone command UI is a must.
Hire a translator.

Thanks SSCTEAM!
Keep up the good work!. Terrible game.
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